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A Message of Support from the Chairperson of the Grail Centre 

Trust – Ms Lindiwe Mthembu-Salter 

 

While this report is a reflection on the work of Mthimkhulu Community Development which is a programme of 

The Grail Centre Trust, it is hard to ignore the fact that we are in the throes of a global pandemic like we have 

never seen since the Spanish flu pandemic in 1918.  In South Africa we have been seeing increasing levels of 

poverty even before the pandemic struck.  This means that the impact of the pandemic has wreaked untold 

hardship in our communities across the length and breadth of South Africa.  Hunger, unemployment and soaring 

cases of Gender based Violence and Violence against children in our country and elsewhere is also at pandemic 

levels.  The Overberg District Municipality is a microcosm of social and economic malaise eating at the soul of 

our nation. 

In this report to society, we reflect on the achievements of the Mthimkhulu Community Development 

Programme and its challenges as it strives to meet challenges head on and make a positive impact in the 

communities where it operates. 

The Grail Centre Trust congratulates the staff of Mthimkhulu Community Development, volunteers and all our 

funding partners for their unwavering support and commitment to the aims and objectives of the Grail Centre 

Trust in this programme. Much appreciation also goes to the Grail Programmes Board under the leadership of 

Shirley Pendlebury, for her wise leadership and commitment to managing the affairs of the Board with such 

dedication. 

As we continue to do what we need to do to fight the spread of Covid-19, let us use the time that we have on 

our hands to rethink, reshape and co-create a more just and equal society where all our citizens have access to 

health and wellbeing and are able to reach their full potential. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR OF THE BOARD 

Who could have foretold at the end of 2019 that within a few months we would be hurtled into a new and 

anxious world? Covid-19 has starkly exposed the multiple fissures of gender, race, class, wealth, power and 

privilege that divide the world. At the same time, the pandemic has revealed our interconnectedness, locally, 

globally, and across generations, past, present and future.  Actions and habits of being have consequences that 

ripple over space and time – to wreak havoc or make a more caring world. The vision, values and programmes 

of the Grail Centre Trust offer ways to change this troubled world for the better, one small step at a time, 

wherever change agents can begin to make a mark in their communities and inspire others to join them   

Established in 1999 in Kleinmond in the Overberg District of South Africa’s Western Cape, the Grail Centre 

Trust draws its inspiration from the International Grail movement and the philosophy of Training for 

Transformation. During 2019, our twentieth anniversary year, we embarked on some important changes in 

governance and structures. The Training for Transformation programme began the long process of preparing 

to register as a separate NPO, following a recommendation from the external evaluation in 2018, and with the 

full support of the Grail Centre Trust. The Board improved its governance functions through the establishment 

of Standing Committees for Finance, Resource Mobilisation, Human Resources, and Programmes. The full 

Board followed its standard practice of meeting on a quarterly basis, with the Trustees joining the fourth 

quarterly meeting to ensure mutual accountability and open communication.   

We also welcomed four new members to the Board during 2019: Joan Dairies, Sahra Ryklief, Vivian Zilo, and 

Denize Kellerman. Together they bring a wealth of experience from the non-profit, community development 

and education sectors. They replace Takatso Matlaletsa, Margi Hill and Astrid von Kotze, who gave unstinting 

service on the Board, sharing their critical insights through the years I chaired the Board, and several years 

before that. Wise women all – the new members and those who have moved on. To each (and especially to 

Joan Diaries who succeeds me as Board Chair), I am grateful – for their time, their commitment and their 

wisdom. I am grateful, too, to the loyal staff who, at every level, play a crucial part in the organization and its 

programmes.    

I write this message from the vantage of 2020, a year when so many plans went awry, a year of suffering and 

despair everywhere. But also a year when people found new ways of learning and acting together. From this 

vantage, a line from the International Grail mission has special resonance: “Together we seek to build a culture 

of care for the future of humankind and the life of our planet.”   

SHIRLEY PENDLEBURY 

 

 

 

“Together we seek to build a culture of care for the future of 

humankind and the life of our planet.” 
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The 2019 reporting year from Mthimkhulu Community Development has been a year of knuckling 

down and trying to navigate our way through deepening levels of poverty in our local community. 

This was due to the poor economic situation in our country, rising unemployment and the need for 

civil society to stand in the gap where government was struggling to meet growing needs of 

communities. Rural poverty is particularly deep as these communities are more adversely affected 

by limited access to resources and opportunities. 

 

As a woman of deep faith, I must confess that there were many times when all I could do was go into 

sessions of fervent prayer and relying on my deep belief that when nights are darkest, the sun still 

rises in the morning. 

 

However, when one looks back over a year of hard work one cannot but take pride in having come 

through with many highlights and achievements.  These achievements would not have been possible 

without our partnerships with funding partners, service partners, volunteers, our staff and the 

support of our sister Grail Programmes, The Grail Centre and Training for Transformation.  We are 

also thankful for The Grail Programmes Board Centre Board and the Grail Centre Trustees, who were 

always on call when we needed them. 

 

Vision of Mthimkhulu Community Development (MCD) 

 

Enabling holistically healthy, connected and empowered communities 
 

INSPIRE*DREAM*ENABLE*ACT 
 

 

 

Mission of MCD 

 
Mthimkhulu Community Development 

Helps empower communities in the Overberg District Municipality and other rural areas in a just, 
sustainable and holistic way.  We do this by providing services, primarily aimed at women, 

children, young people and the elderly, that addresses 
Health: of the body, mind, heart and soul, 

Learning: school/school support for children and skills for life and career for adults 
Connecting: networks and events within and between communities and the world 

In this way we aim to enable social and economic development, improvement in quality of life 
and ultimately, self-reliance 

 

Message from Mrs. Debbie Hull 

Programme Manager: Mthimkhulu 

Community Development 
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Mthimkhulu Smartkids 
 

 
 

Promise me that you will always remember 
You are braver than you believe … 

Stronger than you seem … 
And Smarter 

Than you think. 
 

As a registered Early Childhood Development Centre, Mthimkhulu Smartkids continued its service to 

young children in the Kleinmond area. The service is offered in partnership with the Department of 

Social Development which has oversight of the ECD sector.  The inclusion of Grade R in the Basic 

Education Department, and most parents opting to their Grade Rs to go to “big school”, Mthimkhulu 

Smartkids will be adapting their ECD programme to accept younger children as well.  This will involve 

adapting the facility to the needs of younger children.  We remain committed to providing the best 

care, nutrition and play-based learning environment that will give Mthimkhulu Smartkids the best 

chance that they have to succeed in school and develop into active, responsible citizens as adults. 

All the teachers employed at Smartkids are qualified ECD teachers.  We encourage teachers to 
engage in continuous learning so that they can improve their qualifications and skills even further as 
we believe that our children deserve the best quality ECD services. 
 
Smartkids are also networked into the Overstrand ECD Forum which meets regularly to strategise on 
how we can improve ECD services all round and share our experiences, learn from one another and 
share resources where this is possible.  The forum also allows for the sector to participate in 
advocating for the rights of children like the Children’s Commissioner Bill which is currently open for 
submissions from the public and entities that have an interest in protecting children. 
 
How young children benefit from attending an ECD: 

 The programme provide a a safe and secure teaching environment for 41 children between 
the ages of 2 and 5 from the disadvantaged communities in Kleinmond. 

 The Educare teaching programme is based on the guidelines and principles of the 
Department of Social Development.  
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 Parents who struggle to pay school fees are subsidised through the fundraising efforts of the 
school and the sustained support of Aunty Corrie and her woman’s prayer circle. 

 We provide and create opportunities for parent involvement and education in the 
programme.   

 
Challenges 

 Funding constraints don’t allow for us to pay our teachers what they should be paid as we 

prioritise providing for the needs of our young children 

 Too many parents do not actively participate in the parent activities that we arrange and 

there isn’t a good understanding of the value that quality early learning experiences has in 

the lives of children and the extent to which this sets them up for success in later years 

 

Mthimkhulu Smartkids Staff members: 

Project Manager: Debbie Hull 

Teachers:         Jenny Williams 

         Alexa August 

Cook:         Myra Oliver 

 

 

Our Nation’s Children are our greatest gift 
They are our present and our future. 

“The measure of a civilisation is how it treats its 
weakest citizens” 

We must stop violence against Children! 
They are our gifts to treasure not objects to harm and 

destroy. 
Child Protection is everyone’s responsibility and our 

children’s right. 
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Mthimkhulu Smartkids in Pictures 
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Mthimkhulu Community Health Programme: 

 

At the compiling this report, the Covid-19 pandemic has already taken hold in South Africa. What we 

were seeing from the overseas reports, indicated that the impact for South Africa was going to be 

shattering.  We all had to learn about concepts like “flattening the curve” and the dreaded 

‘’exponential community spread”, which is the doubling of the infection rate within days.  However, 

nothing prepared us for LOCKDOWN! Never before in our lives had we been confined to our homes 

and only allowed to go out for essential items and to seek medical care. Streets were empty of 

people and vehicles, except for those carrying permits could be on the road.  Wearing masks, social 

distancing and sanitising at every turn, became the scary “new normal” in our lives 

 

At the coal face of this pandemic, are our first respondents.  They are all our healthcare, emergency 

workers and suppliers of essential services. Among these workers are our Community Health Care 

Workers who acquired additional responsibilities in the fight against the Corona-19 virus.  In our 

2020 report we will be able to reflect more fully on the role that these champions played in our local 

communities in the year of the pandemic. 

 

In this reporting year (2019), our team of Community Health Workers produced a phenomenal 

output: 

 

Activity Quantity 

Home Visits 7241 

Screenings 15 132 

Vit. A doses 701 

 
The goal of the HCBC Project is to provide a cost effective integrated, holistic and quality 
home community- based care service in (Kleinmond– Betty’s Bay) and designated clinic 
through referrals, bed washes, wound care, etc.  
Our ten Home Based Workers (CHW) offer support to clients from the local community in 
their homes. 
 
Objective: To facilitate the implementation & management of a Home-Based Care Service in 
partnership with the Department of Health to improve the quality of life of the clients. 
 
Indicators 
 Recruitment, selection and training  
 To deliver a cost effective, integrated, holistic and quality community-based care service 
 To promote a healthy lifestyle through providing health education to the community 
 Conduct adherence monitoring and support of medication. 
 Health promotion events, with all relevant role-players to combine the planning of the 

event 
 Antenatal screenings & health promotions & referrals 
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How beneficiaries benefitted: 
We have continued to field a full complement of CHWs and one Nursing coordinator.  All 
staff attended training offered by the Department of Health as well as in-house training 
offered by the Nursing coordinator, who is an experienced and registered staff nurse. 
 Each carer works with 13 patients per month totalling 130 patients per month who 

receive care in their homes. Our patients are mostly based in the impoverished areas of 
Kleinmond.  

 The carers have again exceeded the support guidelines – delivering medication, 
providing support and testing more than 400 patients’ blood pressure per quarter  

 There are five TB DOTS patients who receive care and five ARV clients are referred per 
month.   

 CHWs hosted four health events for the year for the benefit of the community, where 
they collaborated with service providers to run free eye testing, breast examinations and 
other tests (sugar, blood pressure) as well as information and various counselling 
services targeted at women, men & children (screened).  

 Monthly 620 clients from the local community benefit from our work in children’s 
health, health promotion, prevention screenings, and the administering of vitamins.  

 
Challenges 
 Walking the long distances to patients during winter months is particularly hard on the 

CHW’s.  
 There is a high turnover because salaries are very low and, even though the carers are 

committed and passionate about the work and their patients, understandably they leave 
as soon as a better paying opportunity comes along. 

 
 

 
 

Health is like money 

We never have a true idea of its 

 Value until we lose it 

* 

If you listen to your body when it whispers, 

You don’t have to hear it scream! 

 

 

 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/librariesrock/49717065091/in/photolist-2iT3GEE-2jmnPR7-2iKjXkr-2iHxFZd-2iEwFg5-2iUJ4HM-2jmnLAV
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Community Health Programme in Pictures 

 
Community Health Workers for 2019: 

No Name 

1 Luchia Antonie 

2 Gail Harmse 

3. Catherine Theunissen 

4 Zimkita Bongoza 

5 Thish Pyl 

6 Nolulamile Bongoza 

7 Christine Adonis 

8 Christine Galant 

9 Nonkuthalo Somdaka 

10 Mzi Albert Mboto 
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Nursing Coordinator for 2019: 

Linda Schaeffer 

Programme Administrator: Sylvester Barry 

 

Mthimkhulu Food Garden Project 

 

One of the foundations of good health is nutritious food.  The Mthimkhulu Food garden is a source 

of healthy vegetables which are supplied to Smartkids as well as the winter soup kitchen project. We 

thank our groundmen, Oom Charles, and volunteers for their hard work in the garden. 
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Mthimkhulu Youth Skills Development 

 

Youth unemployment is said to be one of the biggest problems in South Africa, especially as young 

people make up the biggest population group in South Africa and in Africa as a whole.  Mthimkhulu 

Community Development is in the middle of a 3-year funding cycle with the Western Cape 

Department of Social Development and the Catholic Institute for Education to focus on the needs of 

a group of young people, who are categorised as NEETS (Not in Education, Employment or Training). 

This programme provides unemployed youth between the ages of 15-35 with skills in order to gain 
confidence and possibly work experience so that they become more employable or able to have 
some sort of livelihood through skills that they gain in this programme. 
 
Objectives for DSD partnership: To train 150 youth into three pillars of development which are 
Work skills, Social skills and Personal Development. 
 
How beneficiaries benefitted: 
 63 youth were successfully trained in Curriculum Vitae Development 
 40 youth were trained in Acrylic Dip System (Kleinmond & Hawston) 
 26 youth were trained in Computer Bootcamp   
Computer Bootcamp 

 Introduction to the World of Computers 

o Inc. Basics Keyboard & Mouse/Touchpad (if applicable) 

 Internet Basics 

 Excel 

 Word 

 Outlook Email & Webmail 

 Basic Image manipulation using GIMP 

 Basic Image manipulation using CANVA 

 Introduction to Social Media (as it relates to website development) 

 Creating online Newsletters 

 Scratch Coding 

 Introduction to Writing Code (HTML & CSS) 

 Very Basic scripting language (PHP) 

 Web Hosting 101 

 Call Centre Training (focused on inbound, web hosting company) 

 Web Design: Introduction using Wordpress 

 Website Stats and why it matters 

 

Basic Computers 

 Introduction to the World of Computers 

 MS Word 

 MS Excel 

 Internet & Email 

 18 youth were trained in Introduction to Robotix 
 35 youth attend an accredited First Aid Course Level 1. 
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 Commitment and creativity were two of the highlights during the training. A few weeks after the 
training some of the participants managed to get employment opportunities linked to the 
training. Some participants decided to enrol for the computer literacy training so that they could 
use it in their workplaces.  

 The timing for the training was correct as it was during the summer season when more job 
opportunities. This was beneficial to participants, who were determined to employ the 
knowledge gained with enthusiasm after their training.  

 Those that attended basic computer lessons were able to type their CVs, covering letters, 
conduct research, create email addresses and apply for work opportunities online. 

 Regular follow-ups were conducted to see if they were employed or their behaviour had 
changed. 

 
Challenges 
 Time Management of participants, coming late to classes. 
 Participants have psycho-social needs that are not getting attention 
 Many of the young women have young children and don’t have childcare 
 
1. JOBS CENTRE  
Objectives 
The Job Centre aims to assist and support job seekers/ students and entrepreneurs in the 
Overstrand area to become more employable. 
 
How beneficiaries benefitted: 
 Job seekers were assisted to become more employable and their details were entered in a 

database for unemployed youth 
 Mthimkhulu provides an active support system for youth by circulating information through our 

social networks. 
 Youth were assisted with developing their CVs and motivational/covering letters, and online 

searches for job and study opportunities: 
o 63  assisted with job searches and applications 
o 120  Youth assisted with CV development 
o 64  were added on our data base and we linked them to job & training opportunities 

 
Mthimkhulu remains committed to creating opportunities for young people to develop their skills so 
that they can make progress in their lives and become productive contributing members of society.  
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Youth Programme in Pictures 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Facilitators: 

- Harold Februarie 

- Gerard Bruce 

- Wilna Ruiters 

- Bernhard Heyers 

- Bruno Marchio 

 

Thank you to all our Youth Skills Facilitators: 

Harold Februarie 
Gerard Bruce 
Wilna Ruiters 

 

Bernhard Heyers 
Bruno Marchio 
Staff Facilitator: Debbie Hull 
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ACKNOWLEGEMENTS 

The Mthimkhulu Community Development team would like to express our sincere gratitude to all 
who contributed to the success of the programme during 2019 OUR SPONSORS, PARTNERS & 

DONORS 
 

• Overstrand Municipality: Local Economic Development  

• Hangklip/Kleinmond H&W Committee  

• Overstrand Municipality – Kleinmond Administration  

• Dept of Social Development: Western Cape Province  

• Dept of Health: Caledon District office 

 Catholic Institute for Education 

 Cape Nature 

 Enlighten Education Trust - Hermanus 

 Nosipho Consultancy (Training and skills Development) 

 NGK Omgee Groep 

 Kleinmond Spar 

 Albertyn Apteek Kleinmond 

• Local churches & organisation (Overberg District)  

• Kogelberg Biosphere Reserve  

• Tannie Corrie Gerber and fellowship church Ladies group 

• Kleinmond Clinic 

• NG Kerk 

• Fynbos Service Centre  

• Overstrand Health & Welfare  

• Overstrand Herald  

• National Lottery Trust Distribution Fund  

• Kleinmond Child Welfare  

• Kleinmond Primary School  

• Fellowship Church  

• VGK Church  

• General public of the Overberg & especially Kleinmond  

• Friends and families of the Mthimkhulu Community Development Staff 

 

 

 

 
 

Mthimkhulu Staff working hard to keep our campus clean and beautiful 
 

Earnest Jones 
Bathi Vilo 

Julian Matthysen 
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Become a donor partner to Mthimkhulu Community 
Development by making a deposit in our bank 

account using the following banking details 
 

 

 

Name of Account: The Grail Centre Trust 

Name of Bank: Absa Bank  -  Branch Code: 632005    

Account No:  4051919252 

Swift code:  ABSAZAJJ     

Reference Code:  Your Surname and Initials 

 

Please email us on admin@grailprogrammes.org.za to indicate which 

programme you would like to your funding to go towards. 

 

We can provide Section 18A receipts for tax reduction purposes on request.  

All donations will be followed up with a Thank You letter and receipt. 

 
 

 
 

104 Main Road Kleinmond Western Cape 7195 

Tel: +2728 2715213 Fax: +2728 2715639 

admin@grailprogrammes.org.za  

 www.grailprogrammes.org.za 

 

 

mailto:admin@grailprogrammes.org.za
mailto:admin@grailprogrammes.org.za
http://www.grailprogrammes.org.za/





































